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ABSTRACT

Recommending venues to a user within a city is a task that has emerged recently with the growing interest in location-based information access. However, the current applications for this task only use the limited and private data gathered by Location-based Social Networks (LBSNs) such as Foursquare or Google Places. In this position paper, we discuss the research opportunities that can arise with the use of the digital infrastructure of a smart city, and how the venue recommendation applications can benefit from this infrastructure. We focus on the potential applications of social and physical sensors for improving the quality of the recommendations, and highlight the challenges in evaluating such recommendations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the wide use of Internet-connected and sensor-enabled smartphones, users can now share their location while performing online tasks, such as searching for information. The collected location data allows to model the behaviour of the users, such as their travel preferences, thereby enabling the emergence of new tasks such as the recommendation of venues that might be of interest to the user. This task encompasses a wide variety of sub-tasks, ranging from the recommendation of venues that the user have never visited before to the prediction of the next location of the user.

Currently, the existing venue recommendation systems heavily rely on data extracted from Location-based Social Networks (LBSNs) [7], such as Foursquare [1], Yelp [2], or Google Places [3]. In these LBSNs, users can broadcast their location to their friends (or to other users), and rate and comment on venues. In the literature, the standard approach for recommending venues is to identify users that are similar to the current user, and to recommend venues that these similar users have rated highly [8, 9].

Since the aforementioned approaches rely on the profiles of the users, which are composed of private data, the only existing applications, thus far, are industrial and are provided by the LBSNs. Such applications examine the history of the visits of the users, and recommend venues that might be of interest to them. However, the recommendations only rely on a few signals (i.e. the derived preferences of a user through the venues she/he visited before) to estimate the relevance of venues. The privacy of the user data also raises questions about the generalisation and the reusability of such venue recommendation approaches. We argue that the digital infrastructure provided by smart cities can overcome these problems.

In this position paper, we discuss the use of different signals and indicators found in smart cities deployments that might improve the representation of venues, while we focus in Section 3 on the problems related to the evaluation of such recommendations.

2. ON THE USE OF SENSORS

One of the main characteristics of smart cities is the abundance of sensors connected to the Internet of Things [5], which allow to gather information on what is currently happening in the city. While we may think primarily of physical sensors (e.g. CCTV cameras), we may also consider social sensors (e.g. Twitter [1]). Currently, only social sensors are used to perform venues recommendation. Indeed, the collaborative filtering recommendation methods that are typically used in the literature do not use other indicators than the profiles of the users. Moreover, the preferences inferred from these profiles cannot be shared amongst different LBSNs [4]. Combining data from different social sensors could improve the representation of venues, and eventually overcome the sparsity problem that can arise for venues that have few associated ratings and comments. Since some tweets are geolocated, it is possible to analyse the sentiments expressed in the tweets that were emitted at the locations corresponding to the venues, and use these sentiments as a sensor of the quality of the venue.

In addition to a combination of different social sensors, using physical sensors allows to derive further information about the venues. For example, CCTV cameras and microphones, along with some audio/video processing, can be used to estimate crowd densities, thus helping to identify in real-time popular areas (including the corresponding venues) that might be of interest to a user. Such physical observations may also help to better model the context of the users by identifying their behaviours (e.g. a venue recommendation system should not suggest outdoor venues to someone who appears to be feeling cold while walking in the street). The GPS sensors on public transports can also help to detect traffic jams (and even predict them, with sufficient training...
data), which might prevent users to promptly reach certain venues. Environment sensors (e.g. rain-related) can also help to determine areas that might not be suitable to recommend (e.g. outdoor venues), or that might be difficult to reach for certain types of users (e.g. elderly persons).

We argue that having rich representations of real-world entities, such as venues, is essential for providing high-quality and accurate recommendations to the users. While social sensors are essential sources of subjectivity (e.g. opinions/ratings about a venue), physical sensors can provide valuable additional objective indicators that can help to identify the context of the venue.

However, there is a need for new effective methods that can interpret all of the raw data extracted from these physical sensors, in order to generate useful information. There is also a need for agreed standards for storing this data (e.g. RDF). One can imagine that all sensors could feed a dedicated knowledge base of the smart city that holds all the records of the different entities of the city. Internet-connected sensors can then update the attributes of the entities in real-time. Such knowledge bases will need however to evolve from a static representation of the information to a time-aware representation, allowing to track the evolution of each entity’s attributes and to eventually forecast them. Finally, it is of note that special considerations should be paid to the privacy and ethical issues arising from the storage of such data. Such issues still need to be explored so as to ensure an adequate balance between added-value and privacy.

3. EVALUATING RECOMMENDATIONS

Although a variety of new ideas can be imagined to improve the recommendation of venues, they need to be tested and properly evaluated. However, we face here again a challenge that is related to the nature of the task itself. Indeed, a venue recommendation is contextual to (among other parameters) the time of the day, the current location of the user, and her/his preferences. The TREC Contextual Suggestion track [2] explored such research questions, aiming to develop a test collection that can support the venue recommendation task. In its first year (2012), the track explored the relevance of recommendations with respect to a description of the venue generated by the systems, the geographical relevance, the adequacy of the website linked to the venue, and the temporal relevance. Several evaluation measures combining these aspects were also proposed. In its second year (2013) however, the time aspect was dropped, thus highlighting the difficulties in evaluating venue recommendations with respect to all the contextual parameters at stake. Moreover, other parameters could be considered. We raised the issue of privacy in the previous section; some users might want to pay the price of giving their personal information in order to benefit from highly relevant recommendations, while others might prefer to receive only “good” enough recommendations by sharing less personal information. Such evaluation frameworks will then need to take a wide range of parameters into account in order to accurately estimate the relevance of recommendations to users.

Building an entirely reusable test collection for evaluating venue recommendations is also a challenge. Indeed, we argued that the relevance of a venue recommendation is highly contextual and can change depending on a wide range of parameters, such as venues that may be difficult to reproduce in a controlled setting. While simplified settings are required to understand how the proposed systems perform, they do not necessarily reflect real use cases. Using a smartphone application, and analysing the feedback provided by the users, is a possible way to evaluate the quality of the recommendations. This feedback can be of two different types: explicit or implicit. An explicit feedback takes the form of a questionnaire, asking the user if the recommendation is interesting. This questionnaire can also be presented before and after the visit, in order to analyse if the experience actually changed the opinion of the user about the venue. An implicit feedback can be gathered from the GPS data of the smartphone: if users actually went to a venue that the application recommended, they must have found the recommendation interesting given their context. The implicit evaluation techniques used by commercial search engines, such as A/B testing, could also be used as an implicit feedback.

4. CONCLUSION

The task of recommending venues to users is an emerging task that presents many challenges. In this position paper, we argued that this task can benefit from the digital infrastructure deployed by smart cities. More particularly, the use of physical sensors offers advantages that have currently remained unexplored. We have also argued that sensing the behaviours of users when they interact with their mobile devices is also a promising direction for accurately evaluating the quality of recommendations.
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